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NOTES FROM

TilE

EDITORS

most encouraging articles this year was Mary
Kiftts, and we hope it will inspire you to form several
little groups to work on a special project or parish surt be afraid of asking for advice and ideas,-it
vëy.. Dc
took thee three five years so there is no rush o com
plete, but a steady application and regular tirne$ to fit
in with busy lives is the keynote.
members: just think what we could
have over 1(
achieve if even half of you set to and DID.. something!
The greatest help you can give Cyn is to ring her up and.
say 'Can we do.... .'' People never do and she gets very
desporclent - is it all worthwhile? Can you rectify this
stato o' affairs? Gather 2 or 3 together and try!
The Messenger is our Latest News-bringer - if you want
a messageor date (A and B want another for their projëct?!) or to air a view, please use this facility,Again
thanks to our Soag printers - encourage them by making
full use of it, and handing it on to possible new Soags
* its quite surprising how many people are interested,
if you ask them0
Meetings, alThough only a quarter of us turn up, are
better, and we have a good programme ahead o± us this
autumn,
Rake the most of the summer got out for an hour o '.e
evening and reöord something - see what you can see!

Onèf.the

MONTHLY MEETINGS

Held at Langtr.ee School, Woodcote, at 7»-5 for 8 pm .ntil
Usually 3rd Thursday 01' Fr:.day
93O pm, with Lecturer.
in the month (see your membership card and. the Messe:.ger
for,.

details..)

PRESIDENTI

S

REPORT

is very encouraging the way Soag, like Topsy keeps
Since our last ACM we have had 30 new members
growing.
and have broken all records with a total of 107 members
This reflects the growing interest in archaeto date.
ology generally, and .Soag has not been slow to welcorno
people who might enjoy the group.
I

k

would like to emphasize that all of you are flecruitofficers - do please encourage new neighbours and
It is because we have a good memberfrieflds to come0
ship that we can afford to keep our Sub. solowcornpared
with similar groups, and there are Soag handouts to explain what we do.
The Lessenger is continuing its good work and our
grateful thanks to the Booths for both typing ad printing it for us - this is of inestimable belpein keeping
everyone informed.
I

ifl

Activities
Jork this year has been varied and interesting, with

digs, expeditions and lectures.
The Devils Churchyard was surveyed and in two
Digs
bossions was at last backfilled and finished, and we
spent a pleasant day working at Littlecote in August.
Steve Ford then joined Soag and produced a ring ditch
We worked here on nine occasions: the
at North Stoke.
job is fiñished and the Peport written, it is here for
anyone to read. Steve then moved over to Southridge,
Eerksh±re and we worked on a section of Grims Ditch
Several Soags
four times, it was heavy clay and flints,
Ld two sessions of washing flints from North Stoke at
the Thatched Cottage.
i'hree Soags were lucky enough to visit Whitchurch's
twin village of La Bouille (France)- a small town full
of wonderful old houses (largely held up by willpower)
and we saw the Mary Pose crane and ships as we crossed

over.
We had three fieldwalks, also three visits
Fioldwalks
to Braziers Park to which we have open invite, and inspected a mysterious bricked hole in the grounds, and
it and the inside of the house.
also saw the Badger
One fieldwalk was to Potkiln Lane woods to inspect the
earthwork Soag found some years ago0 Another was a
rather brief inspection of the old mill tump on Eunterconibe Golf Course and the third included viewing Aiben's Icehouse and recording it. Aileen joined Soag
and very kindly regaled us with coffee in the tackWe find it very difficult to arrange fieldwalks
room.
to suit a reasonable number of people at once.

editions

Our Summer expeditions were to Bisharn
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Abbey (arranged by Sec. Charles) and Silchester Roman
Town and Amphitheatre where Dr Michael Fulford received
us and showed us round
fe also visited the interesting
church nearby.
Â medallion found by an old Soag at SUchester was taken to the Museum for identifications
\Je are
to make further inquiries about this and other things at
Oxford nd Uoodstock.

Research

Several of us attended CBi9 in Oxford on March
CBA 9
19th., packed with speakers and information on happenings in Oxforclshire, forks, Bucks and Northants.
Chris Hogbin offered to work on a request to
Project
record any Icehouses we could find, and two or three of
us have followed up this very exciting project and discovered about half a dozen with several more in view.
They have been surveyed and drawn and an information form
filled in about each. 11e hope to continue; and perhaps
start some now similar projects, do please volunteer.
Our lectures varied considerably, starting
Lectures
with Dr, John Gowlett on Carbon i1+, Then Maureen Nellor
in Nay on Medieval Pottery, with plenty of pot to look at
Peggy Drury started the autumn with an enand handle.
lightening talk on f ielclwalking and aerial photography
and how to use it. 'Je had a completo change in October
with Dr. Michael Fulford on Carthage followed by Dr. M.
Metcalf in November on Saxon Coins (Since then one has
been recorded belonging to someone in llhitchurch Hill)
At the December DIY ie washed more of Steve's flints and
looked at members' slides.

held on January 8th. as a New Year Party was
The Party
our most successful ever with about 50 Soags present and
a first-class competition devised by Vera and Adam. Many
thanks to them f.or the time and inspiration they gave to
John Percival again presided
make the party go so well.
at the Bar with his wife (working visitor?) and many
hands helped with the table and cooking - our grateful
It was a very happy and
thanks for your generosity.
cheery evening, and to thank the Oratory we have sent
them a book token.
Once more may I thank the Committee for their work especially Secretary Charles who has been toiling with
dilatory speakers, to get our programme together for

our next year of Soagging.
Thankyou everybody for your continuing support duringgthe
last ik years so making Soag a large & successful Group.
***** ******

**** ***

*
* * ** * ***
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

i

98i-

Sunday Narch 25th
3 pm

at Langtree School,Joodcote

GtJST OF HONOUR
Dr. Poter J.
lion.

Fojles,

1i,A,,

Ph.D, F,S.A.

President of Soag

(Please bring guests,

C

cakes for the Tea)

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

LIST OF NEW SOAGS SINCE LAST YEAR
Hazel Lucey - North Stoke
- Checkenclon
Dewdney
Tam
Ted &
- Southcote
Woods
&
Alisen
Brian
Hitchman - Wliitchurch hill
Ann
Jean Graham - Caversham
Eatzaetos - Grazeley
Edwina
Mary Bell - Panghourne
Caversham
Payne
Chris & Jacqueline
Hill
Whitchurch
Todd
Malcolm & Fay
Tilehurst
Dean
Ian
Ida Powell - Goring
Joyce McArthur - Pangbourne
Peggy & Leonard Hickie - Whitchurch Hill

Stephen Ford

-

Reading

Barbara Clayton - Whitchurch
Helen Robinson - Goring
Audrey Coiwell - Whitchurch
Liz G-anderton - Ipsden
Ian & Evelyn Schomburgk - Whitchurch

REPORT ON C,BOA. GROUP
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The AGM of CBA9 (Council of British Archaeology) was held
at the St0 Cross Building, Manor Road, Oxford on March 19
and five Soags attended (This was our poorest effort ever,
we usually have twelve and hope for better next year.)

Peter Fowler (our Hon. Pres.) was in the Chair and
talked about the CBA (his pigeon) then John Williams gave
a very interesting discourse on the Middle Saxon NorthOur next
ants, 'palaces',after which we had coffee.
speaker was the lively Paul Woodfield on Piddington. - its
1+th. year,- Mike Farley showed us mud and kiins at Denham,
Martin Petchley followed with Milton Keynes, and Banibi
Stainton on Stratford Yard, which started as a pulleddown Medieval cottage and ended as a mesolithic site.

Lunch was difficult: the canteen expected 25, we expected
snacks but an excellent soup,meat & 2 veg & pud for LC1.5O
produced 1+0 & a queue and the speakers hastened back late.
This caused changes and John Wood gave a very witty
talk on estates in Kempston (Beds.) followed by David
Kennett on Saxon cemeteries, Kevin Fadden on Ampthill
bypass and so to tea and biscuits.
1:je
then rushed round Oxon,, Works. & Glos, with Torn
Hassall, Godfrey Jones and Alison Rowe told us about
Abingdon and finally John Steane closed with the Forest
of Bernwood.
More Soags next year to this most interesting Conference,
please.

NORTH STOKE EXCAVATIONS

-

Director Steve Ford

SOAGs DIGS for this year.
Apply at once to Steve
ST 150 is S. Stoke - Grid Ref
(9 - 597701) or Cyn.
SU 5951+81 at end of private road, in field to left towards river.
after Frui
Barn, take rough track
ST 83 is 'o Black

Farm (oprosite Littlestoke) and it is in field beyond Grid Ref. SU 6i88k6,
Soag fieldwalked both sites last year.
Steve has other diggers so if you want to dig, apply at
IMPORTANT
Please let Cyn kno%1 for the records.
once0

:

M
LS]

SUMMER EXPEDITIONS

Newington House
This expedition was well-attended with 23 Soags gather
Making our way through
tng at Newington on June 18th.
with shell niches in
gates,
main
ironwork
lhe very fine
arms of the Dunches
bhe stone pillars and the coat of
welcomed by the
above, we arrived at the house, and were
showing us
Maltins. Mr0 Maltin took us round personally,
which, as archaeologists, he knew we would

many features
ÎIrs0M.ltin
appreciate more than the general public.
and we
garden
herb
the
exploring
f ound us as we were
a lawn here,
think there is niere stonework buried beneath
terrace has been
and we're itching to trowel it outs The
and lavender
restored and planted with cotton lavender,
being cleared
is
garden
the
by Mrs. Maltin and gradually
and cared for.
a delicious
We then moved on to see the Church, after
Room
Exhibition
the
in
biscuits
cup of fresh coffee and
and
plans
where the Naltins have a display of photos,
hours herd
spend
could
one
many fascinating documents
decided
and
Naltins
the
to
We gave a Vote of Thanks
House.
Newington
of
Friend
that Soag should become a
Medieval
few
a
with
tomb
old
At the Church we found an
Oxon.
SE
in
spire
old
only
tiles, the spire, Ci4 is the
who
Dunches,
to
the
i6kThere is a grand monument of
in the
cars
our
to
returned
built the House0 Finally we
announcing
meeting,
short
field opposite and Cyn held a
future activities.
******************

**

*

clipping
Since this, five Soags spent an afternoon
as Friends
tree,
plum
a
pruned
Bernard
and clearing, and
furthere are all sorts of jobs to do and.
ei' Newington:
time.
at any
ther carloads will go as soon as requested
to
discover any
trying
also
are
We
(Please contact Cyn)
Regency information in very old gardening books (say
Please
early Victorian) about the Newington Peach.
enquire
and
everybody;
libraries,
search friends, and
of elderly gardeners.

Interim report December 1982
patTijebroad aim of this project is to study settlement 1DOi.
The
time.
terris and land use and their change through
ect is concerned with an area initially covering 20Km:
It
located to the south of Wallingford, Oxon (SU 6085).
River
the
from
is designed to examine a transect running
are
Thames up onto the Chil.terns. Although. all periods
its
Poof
under study, this location was chosen because
as
periods
tential for recovering evidence from earlier
excavatand
indicated by stray finds, aerial photography
Most current work has been concentrated on the preion.
historic periods.
of
The major component of the preliminary work consists
the
systematic fieldwalking of all suitable fields within
study area. The system employed consists of traversing
north-south.
fields along lines spaced 20m apart aligned
each line
along
intervals
20m
at
collected
All material is
to a strip
so that, theoretically it could be replaced
the ground
of
visibility
average
an
Assumimg
20 x 1 m.
walked,
5% of the
line
the
of
side
extending 0.5m either
usually
are
Fields
is
examined.
field
surface of each
the crop
once
seeding,preferably
after
time
covered some
environmental
of
made
also
are
Records
has germinated.
variables that may affect collection such as weather,
stoniness of.ground etc. The areas available for study
have been covered.
.re...extensive and to date 6.5 Km

NORTH STOKE PROJECT

The distribution of all struck flintare presented a
individual items. Several elements can be distinguishad
from this such as extensive high density clusters, sep-

araté lower density clusters, minor clusters, areas of
moderate density without clustering and areas ith little
or no material, At this level little period specific information can be gained other than that lithic material
more or less occurs throughout the landscape. One exceition to this is the apparent lack of material coincident
with a large ring ditch and cropmark complex, a feature
that cannot be fully explained away due to environmental
factors.
Before further progress can be made it is necessary to
sort this lithic material chronologically. Fortunately.
recent wórk now allows lithic assemblages to be dated
with a certain degree of confidence. Using various sources of data, 5 chronological stages can be demonstrated.

lo

These are Early Mesolithic, Later Mesolithic, Earlier
Neolithic, Later Neolithic and. Bronze Ages Using this
colschema the approach to the analysis of the surface
lections is twofold;
have
Firstly, the distribution of period specific ìtems
be
to
activity
of
areas
been prepared to enable gross
distinguished.
since
Secondly, following a more 'site' based approach,
frequenupon
dependant
are
several chronological traits
a numcy of occurence (eg percentage of narrow flakes),
anabeen
have
ber of the denser clusters of material
deposits.
lysed as if they were from sealed archaeological
faithbe
will
deposits
Clearly the assumption that sealed
the
but
is
tenuous
fully represented in surface scatters
to
encouraging
results described below were sufficiently
merit further work.

Results (1981-82 season only)
areas of
Three sources have been tested to determine
activity
flake
The distribution of blade cores and narrow
a)
disto
is
This
cores.
cores compared to ordinary
and
tinguish between Earlier Neolithic/Mesolithic
Age.
Later Neolithic/Bronze
The distribution of blades and narrow flakes
b)
to broad
(L:B.5:2) including broken examples compared
beflakes (L:B.1:1). This is again to distinguish
Age.
tween Earlier Neo./Neso, & Later Neo./Bronze
The distribution of period specific implements.
c)
types,('bashed
Although exclusive distributions of core
be shown, it
lumps' and core fragments excluded) cannot
flake cores
can be stated that the proportion o± narrow
the river. It
is greater on the lowerlying areas nearer
Neolithic rather
is felt that this reflects an Earlier
than Mesolithic pattern.
is difficult
The graphical presentation of flake data
been noted.
have
flakes
and only the locations of narrow
about comjust
is
The low number of intact narrow flakes
flake
narrow
the
of
parable in distribution with that
is much
flakes
narrow
cores. The distribution of broken
limited.
is
present
at
more ambiguous and their relevance
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The rarity and function of the most chronologically
significant implements (eg arrowheads) reduces the value of their distribution for determining areas of act-.

ivity.

Site based approach
sites,
The concept of what constitutes archaeological
landscape
to
their definition, formation and relevance
studies, as a whole is currently under review.

Therefore the term is only used here for analytical
purposes because most work on the chronology of lithic
Three types of analysis
artefacts has been site based.
have so far been undertaken;
complete una) measurement of Length and Breadth of
retouched flakes.
b) proportion of narrow flake cores to ordinary cores.
c) presence/àbsence of implement types.
Ha areas located over the densest
All material from
areas of clusters was analysed together although the
variable proportion of broken pieces (3o65c/) did reduce the reliability of some of the results. The deliberate breakage of both blades and broad flakes has been
noted on several occasions and for this study at least
it seems important that in future their chronological
and cultural significance be examined.
i-i-

Distribution of implements.
Those categories with minimal modification (such as irregularly retouched flakes, notched flakes, etc) have
been critically examined due to the extent of plough damThree points
age that can occur on surface assemblages.
can be made from the location of implements. Firstly
three of the five potentially early clusters produced
Second,
either leaf. arrowheads or polished axe flakes.
axe
polished
one of the later clusters has produced a
have
failed
fragment. Finally the remaining five clusters
probable
is
a
to produòe any dateable implements whi.ch
Bronze Age characteristic.
.

From both sources of evidence presented above, two conclusions can be drawn. Both areas of activity and the dis
-tribution of sites indicates that most Earlier Neolithic
settlement is located on the lowerlying areas. More widespread land use is apparent from the Later Neolithic on-
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should inwards. The observed clustering of material
may reexcavation
dicate the approximate locations where
deposits.
veal the more usual range of archaeological
for examining the
This may be of particular importance
little known earlier phases of settlement.
Dec 1982
Steve Ford
to include
(Our apologies to Steve for being unable
by the
held
drawings and tables. A full report is
librarian - Eds.)

A SUIVEY OF HATCEMENTS

For the past thirty years I have been making a detailed
in Britain0
record of all the surviving funeral hatchments
Vol0 1 (NorthampFour volumes have so far been published:
Vol. 2 (Nortonshire, iarwickshire and dorcestershire),
Durfolk and Suffolk), Vol. 3 (Cumberland, Westmorland, Vol. k
and
ham Lancashire, Northumberland and Yorkshire),
Oxfordshire
Buckinghamshire,
Berkshire,
(Beclfordshir.e
The last volume, published in April,
and Wiltshi.re).
in South Oxshould of course include all the hatchments
as not every
Í'ordshire, but some may have been missed
church has been visited.
five thousand
So far I have the full details of nearly
Wales
Scotland,
England,
of
county
hatchments from every
good many have
and Ireland. Most are in churches, but a
in attics
been recorded in private houses (often stored
bave
places
unusual
More
museums.
and outbuildings) and
pubs (the
included one in a cave (now, alas, no more),
fornan EmHoly
the
of
Count
hatchment of Horace St Paul,
at Burford) ,unipire, hangs in the bar of the Bay Tree
Tracking them down, identversity colleges and schools.
the individual
ifying the arms, the family and finally
yet
fascinating,
a
imagine,
can
commemorated is, as you
anonymous; if they
never ending task. Al]. hatchments are
hatchments but
bear names and dates they are not true
are due to be
volumes
more
Six
simple forms of memorial.
Spring
The next two, for publication in the
published.
HertEssex,
and
&
Sussex;
of 1985, will be Kent, Surrey
Huntìngdonshire.
and
fordshire, Middlesex, Cambridgeshire
in any of these counties
So if you know of any hatchrnents
,..
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which might have been overlooked do please let me know.
As noted in the Soag Messenger I can supply Vol 4 (9.95).
All royalties on the entire series go to the Ockenden
Venture for the benefit of needy children in the Third
I am also passing on the difference between the
World.
wholesale and retail price, which means that for every
copy sold Ockenden benefits by 4.5O.
Peter Summers
North Stoke,
Cottage,
Day's

Oxford

A PAIISH SU\TEY

-

ONE

1AY OF

TACKLING IT

It took Pat Preece, Marion Fallowfield and myself some
f ive years to complete our Parish Survey of Mapledurham,
Complete is
a copy of which is now in Woodstock Museum.
probably the wrong word, for there is always something
else to discover even after five years work.
It all began with a casual look at a copy of the 1843

Tithe Award Map for Mapledurham with its accompanying
list of field names and numbers, acreage and tenants.
There was only the one land area in Mapledurham as the
whole parish formed the estate belonging to the Blount
family. A copy of this list was macle before we deposited
the map at the Oxen iecords Office, its rightful resting
place and not the parish chest from where we had access
Before taking it to Oxford we also made a tracing
to it.
of it for our own use and almost before we realised it we
were 'hooked' on
próect. A visit to Woodstock on
the same day as we deposited the map showed us that very
So we
little information of Mapledurham was available,
set to work torectify this state of affairs, Field names
were filled in against field numberson our tracing and
their names transferred to O.S, maps, so were the names
So we began.
of woods and farms.
Of course it was only possible to do this work in any
spare time, but over the years a pattern evolved. During
the winter we would spend roughly an evening a week fillIng in record cards for Woodstock, putting in more information on the maps, writing notes and doing anything else
Every now and then we took ourthat needed to be done.
the
Bodleinn,
the Records Office at Reading
off
to
selves
or Oxford, once a trip to Eton College library and the
These were our days out
Public Records Office in London.

L

1LF

thoroughly enjoyed them - with a good meal to refresh us in the middle of the day We read the parish
we
registers, wills and various documents Occasionally
dampnot
did
day
coldest
the
walk,even
wont for a winter
en (or freeze) our enthusiasm - there was one reallytter±ible afternoon of sharp frost with snow storms every.
nbwrand then when we plungedthrough Greendene Wood on
the way to Cane
But it was the summer evenings that
we kept mostly for our outside work and off we went around in the evening once a week to tramp the countryside
of Mapledurham armed with cameras, notepad, yard measure,
maps and compass0 Once in a while we treated ourselves
to a whole day out checking fields, hedge dating, noting
coppicing and pollarding, looking for wood bank boundaries and saw pits and measuring and recording barns and
other farm buildings and farms and cottages0 Often we
were able to look over the latter by appointment and we
found everyone most helpful and interested ìn our
We were fortunate to have a copy of the Rev. Cooke's
Early History of Mapledurham, a very concise work and
now out of print0 We also made notes from
thesis
loaned from Somerville College on the Histbry of the
and

we

Ende

work0

Manor of Mapleciurham,

We have now begun a new parih survey and having learnt
from our first effort we are endeavouring to be a lot
more businesslike in our .pproach, We have only been
involved in Checkendon for less than two years but already we have indexes every person, fieldnanie and wood
as we corne across them, something we did not do in our
previous attempt and already we have bought 300 index
cards and used nearly all of them.
Unlike Mapledurharn, where the whole parish is actually a private estate, Checkendon was owned by various
people and we are finding it a vastly different and even

more

interesting parish to study0

Once again we began our survey by looking at
Award Map and were fascinated to discover that

the Tithe
the open

still laid out in théir orithis time belonging to 3 or flandowners who either farmed them themselves or rented them
out. We are forging on withour work and hope to come
across many more surprises, you can be sure of some
in work like this and no doubt we shall. Meanwhile our
fields of

Chóckendon were

ginal strips, but

by
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enthusiasm remains as keen as ever.
Mary Kif t

EEPIN, APOSTLE OF WESSEX

Berm,

a monk from Lombardy, having heard of the work of
others, wished to follow and to bring the Christian faith
to those remoter parts of these islands which were the
most intensely pagan. F. M. Stenton comments that the
heathen sanctuaries of Wessex provide an admirable illustration of Bede's statement that Borin remained in the
South to combat the strong paganism of the Gevissae.
The information concerning Berm
cornes almost entirely
from the Anglo Saxon Chronicle and from Bode's History.
These tell us that he landed on the south coast somewhere
(Portchester ?) and moved into the territory of the GeIn 635, Cynegils, their king, was baptised in
vissae.
the river at Dorchester, Oswald, king of the Northumbrians being his sponsor. Oswald was in fact a Christian
and seeking to marry Cynegil's daughter.
Subsequent information is scanty; the records say that
the two kings gave him land at Dorchester where he established his cathedral and that he continued to teach
and preach and found churches. Legend attaches the name
of Berm
to a few sites only, viz.,

DORCHESThR, Oxon,
There seems little doubt that the
original Saxon church was on the site of the present
church (built in the C12). Later records show that a
considerable amount of land in the district belonged to
the Saxon see, including the manor of Bencington, which
had been the 'civil' capital of the area and remained a
royal domain until well after the Norman Conquest.
BAPSEY POOL, TAPLOW
A pool below the church at Taplow
(near the barrow) where B. is reputed to have baptised
converts.
BICESTER, Oxon
'Bernecestre' in Domesday Book is
sometimes supposed to contain B's name.
IPSDEN and IBSTONE
According to local tradition both
names are corruptions of Bishop's den, in relation to
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gives for
colis founded by him. But Domesday Book
Ippes valley.
Ipsden 'Ippesdene
In view of the
BEBIN'S HILL, IPSDEN, G,R. 65581+8
in the immedifound
fact that huraan remains have been
another ocis
this
ate vicinity it is possible that
place. There
buial
byrgen,
currence of the plural of
a widespread belief that the hill is named from
Borin, but the evidence is quite inadequate to support
this theory (quote from E.P.N,SO, Place Names of Qxon,
,

A round barrow reputed to
KNOB, above Blewbury
be the spot at which B. preached to Cynogils, he being
more ready to hear strange doctrines in the open air
where evil spirits could not get at himt
K. Martin Iiorsweli
CHIJIRN

SOAG BUISNESS & PLEASUBE
On two not wholly archaeological escapades Cyn and
Both are
macle interesting unexpected discoveries,

worth commending to anyone exploring north of Chippenham or north of Oxford,
Off the road between Wheatley and isiip we discovered
This village is like a film background for
Woodeaton.
Bound the village green
a romance of. merry England0
On the green io
there are old houses and a 130 church,
the shaft of an old cross and the remains of a stono
In the atmospheric little church there is a
pound,
large wall-painting o± St. Christopher. There is 136.
dracarving including poppyheads of St, George and the
its
feed
to
gon, and. a pious pelican pecking its breast
expectOne returns to the green
youiig with its blood.
setting up the maypole.
damsels
of
bevy
a
ing to meet
us from waiting for
prevented
thunderstorm
a
Actually
them
aA few miles north of Chippenham we found abridge
bit
cross the Avon at Kellaways. There was a sandy
The river breeds
underneath it suitable for our picnic.
freshwater mussels, large dragonflies, round rushes,
among.
loosestrife, and all else that is good to paddle
Heaths
And it wasat this point, we learned, where Maud
raised
Causeway crossed the river. The causeway was a
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path which stretched over k miles across low
ground which was often muddy and flooded0 At Kellaways
it wasaised several feet on about sixty brick arches.
In sôme places the causeway is overgrown but a good
stretch each side of the bridg? is clear and under repair. According tO tradition the causeway was constructed in about 1i+7Lf, paid for and endowed by Maud Heath.
She was, the tale goes, a tharket woman who knew the dangers and difficulties of the road to and from Chippenham
Near the bridge there is a 17C suadial, set up
Market.
'to the memory of the worthy Maud Heath, of Langley
Burrell, widow.'
Vera Hodges
stthie

AIJRIGNACIAN AI?T

Lascaux, as everyone knows, is now closed to the public,
although a maximum of five outstanding scholars of prehistory a day are admitted on five days only of the week.
A humble rank and file member of Soag cannot claim that
status, so it was on. to other caves for us and we chose
Pech-Merle, which lies between Cahors and iocamadour.
We were not disappointed.
Simply as a limestone cave Peck-Merle is impressive,
its massive stalagmites and stalactites meeting in great
pillars, often carved and twisted as if by some master
But its fame of course rests on its paintings,
architect.
which lay hidden from human eyes until its discovery by
two youths in 1922.
Mammoths, bison and horses are the chief animals portrayed, but what is particularly remarkable is the ay
the artist has embodied the contours and shapes of the
Two slight ridges in the
cave into his representations.
the
cave,
for
of
instance,
suggested to him a mamwall
qnother
the
neck
of
Most remarka bison.
moth's legs;
are
the
two
horses,
where
a
projection
from
able of all
rock
formed
in
reminiscent
was
of a
a shape
a curtain of
horse's head, and this had been used by the artist as the
These
bead of one of a pair of black spotted horses.
can be seen through an archway from a gallery opposite as
well as at close quarters. Surrounding this picture,
which is itself superimposed on a vermilion fish, is a
series of negative pictures of hands, done by placing a
hand on the wall and painting round it. These hands ap-

The animals
pcir in varions othor parts of the cave.
thomselves are depicted as àctivecreatires, though in
many cases their heads are suggested rather than shown
They are not being hunted an4 neither have
in detail.
they an obvious fertility associatiois.
A word of warning to anyone pròposing to visit the
the
caves ir this area: most of the painted.caves limit
to
well
it
as
number of visitors admitted in a day, so
LeEyzies
at
arrive early in the morning. We arrived
to see the marvellous caves there immediately after
numlunch, but they had already rebeived their maximum
ber of visitors. These restrictions do ndt on the
whole apply to the caves with engravings, which appear
to be less susceptible to damage.
the
Thrown in for good measure the area also contains
in the
troglodyte dwellings of Cromagnon man contained
medieval
In
of
highçliffs..
perallel eroded strata
wars
times these were used as fortresses in the varioiìs
the
enough
not
is
that
1±'
that wracked the region.
col
hills are covered with beautiful; flowers, brightly
mornings
the.
in
and
everywhere,
ourd butterflies arc
bélls.
one is awakened by the sound of cow and sheep
Molly Casey
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ANATOMY O

THE CITY ANb COMMUNITY

by the UniThis was the title of a weekend course run
and
Studies
External
for
orsity of Oxford Department
of
number,
on
put
hold in January 1983. The Department
paruthis
chose
but
we
courses of historical interest
Bath, my huecular one because of a special interest in
baad!s 'home town'.
with nine speakIt was an experience in concentration
with a
lectures,
ers giving a total of ten illustrated
'Bath
with
began
question time following each one. We
to
evening
and its Begion by Nick Aston or. the Friday
the
which
in
set the geographical and geological scene
of the first known
ci by has grown and to hear something
This included the intriguiag
se btlements in the area.
now flowing is Mesolithic
water
nohion that the spring
takee .7,000 ys
rain as it has been calculated that it
cpri:eg to cncr'.
:Oc: the rain which feeds the
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Saturday morning and early afternoon were the most mtCunl±f±'e giving us
"Roman Bathit with information and slides about the
current excavations (one slide taken only the previous
week) which is leading all the time to the redrawingof
Thiswas
the ideas of what structures looked like
followed by t'The Coins from 1oman Bathu by Daphne Nash
who showed how the condition of the coins recovred from
The Nero coins
ere
the bath could yield information.
As soldie±s were
but
later
ones
were
worn0
new
brand
paid in new coin and terded to offer coins to the goddess as soon as paid did the change to worn coin mean the
troops had left Bath? For light relief but informative
as well, Mark Hassall gave us 'Fons Sulis: the Cult and
He told us of the official post of 'Inspecthe Curses".
tor of Entrails' attached to the governor's staff and of
the model liver which this official used to interpret the
signs exhibited by the livers of sacrificed beasts. People
with grievances against others would inscribe their names
on thin metal sheets together with curses - one such concerned a stolen cloak and the thief was to have "no children and no sleep until the cloak was returned to the ternpie." Other scrolls promised offerings to the goddess if
she could recover stolen articles or debts.
One kth century one was interesting in that it mentioned Christianity
casually - "the thief,....,be he man or woman, boy or
girl, Christian or gentile,.....".

erestingof all beginning.with Barry

From Barry Cunliffe again we learned o± Saxon Bath, of
the paucity of remains from this period and how some wall
remnants werè destroyed as late as the 1950's,
The rest
of Saturday afternoon as taken up by "The Architectural
History of Bath Abbey" by Jarwick Rodwell and "The Medieval City" by Trevor Rowley while after dinner came "The
Develoiìe±it of the Spa in the 17th and 18th Centuries"
by Som Hunt of Bath's Museum Services - another excellent
speaker

.

Sunday brought us up to date with "Bath - Decline and
Renewal" by Roy Worskett, a former. Bath City Architect,
who talked of the. wartime destruction and that which followed in the 5Os and 6Os with the post-war feeling of
The diffi"everything must change for the better".
culties of restoring the 'fine' Georgian buildings which
were jerry-built in the first place were explained. He
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also told of the conflict between the conservation
value but
socièties who have done work of inestimable
past and
the
of
who want conservation of every scrap
and
style,
ttGeorgian
want every new building in the
Unfortunately
those who have to plan the modern city.
note with Denis
the course ended on a disappointing
Role in
Easterby, Bath's Director of Leisure on"Bath's
except
say
to
the Third Milleniumu but who had little
of
future
the
for
to outline the alternative proposals
obIt
was
the Spa which was shortly to be decided.
that the last
vious from the questions which followed
and industry
lecture should have been about tourism
in a still thrivand how these aspects exist together
ing city.
many places The peOple on the course had come from
or
number from
the Oxford area of course, a good
afield.
Bristol but also from much further
with meals, nonThese courses can be residential
as in our case
or,
residential with lunch and dinner
without
through bdokin too late, non residential
welcOme
had
all
meals (easily found nearby) and we
tea.
breaks for morning coffee and afternoon
Vivienne Hodges
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BOOK REVIEW
Ha.tchments in Britain, Vol. k (Bedfordshire,Berkand Wiltshire)
shire, Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire
S9.95
Phiflimore

Written by SOAG member, Peter Summers
Venture for the BeneAll royalties go to the Ockenden
And, in addition,
fit of children in t1e Third World.
(Day's Cottage,
if you buy a copy from Peter direct
Tel: Wallingford 36182) he will
North Stoke, Oxford,
the wholesale and
be passing on thé differencebetween
retail price to0ckenden.
hatchrnent in the
Thé book gives full details of every
five counties,

